ABSTRACT With the extensive application and in-depth study of location-based social networks (LBSNs), more and more businesses are utilizing the new social platform to promote their products and services. In this paper, we explore an important technique that can help business to promote their locations by distributing items with business information or the leaflets of the business at some locations. In order to maximize the benefit of location promotion, this paper formally defines it as a location influence scope maximization problem on an location-based social network, i.e., given a target business and an LBSN, the problem is to find a set of K locations, where the business distributes small promotional gifts or leaflets on, such that people who visited these locations can successfully propagate the advertisement information to most other locations for attracting most people to visit the target location. The existing related researches neglect location influences studies on location promotion (outdoor marketing). And it is more challenging to derive the influence between locations and the spatial influence scope of each location, since location influence depends on users mobility and the target location. In this paper, we provide a new approach (called as LoP) to exploit influence between locations for location promotion. First, LoP incrementally mines correlations between locations to instruct the location-location graph (LLG). Then, LoP predicts each location's influence on others and its influence scope based on betweenness centrality. Finally, we provide the lazy algorithm to efficiently find a top-K set of influential locations for the business. Extensive experiments based on two real LBSN datasets have verified the superior effectiveness of our proposed method in term of location promotion.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the advance of smart phones and social network services, location-based social networks (LBSNs) (e.g., Foursquare and Gowalla), more and more users are favored. It also attracts more and more users to use location-related service applications on the LBSN [1] [2] . On LBSNs, it is critical to provide users with personalized location recommendations using data from various community contributions, which will help them explore new places and make LBSNs more attractive to them. Additionally, location-based social network has also seen as a tool for business to promote their products and services. In social networks, this method of promoting merchant products is mainly based on information dissemination, which is attributed to the problem of maximizing influence in social networks. Influence maximization problem in social networks utilizes the benefit of word-ofmouth effect in social networks, such as viral marketing. And the key technology of viral marketing is how to describe the influence between users in a social network. Comparing with social influence in viral marketing, the location influence between locations can be found and the business' advertisement information can be spread by putting advertisement billboards or distributing promotional items at some geographical locations, and this way of marketing is called as outdoor marketing.
Most existing related work concentrated on solving social influence maximization problem in social networks [13] , exploring popular activities or interesting locations [3] . In this paper, our goal is to select a location set (containing locations with larger location influence) to distribute items with business information or put business' advertisement billboards. The prior work [11] formulated a location influence maximization problem, that is, given an LBSN, a constant K , a set of locations is determined with the purpose of maximizing location influence spreads on the geography space. Compared with the recent paper [12] on advertising, the application of this paper adapts to a wider application scenario, and the proposed method has better scalability. This paper does not pre-set the billboards that the city has established to post advertisements. In this paper, we study the problem that how to establish effective advertisement billboards for post advertisements. And our provided problem can be applied to the following application scenarios: how to choose the right locations to distribute small promotional gifts and advertising flyers with business advertising information.
From view of the business with a specific geographical location, each location has influenced spread on the space before distributing promotional gifts or leaflets on other locations. Formally, if a given business (target location l T ) wants to distributing promotional gifts or leaflets at some locations, we consider one problem that which locations should the promotional gifts with its advertising information should be distributed on? In this scenario, distributing its promotional gifts on locations with most location influence scope, may not lead to the maximum location influence spread, since we have to take into account the overlap of location influence spread between the business and the selected locations.
On the LBSN, users' activities are mainly the check-in activity between different POIs. The check-in activity is that user u visits the location l at time t, meanwhile, user can post comments, pictures and share the service experience of visiting locations. And these POIs with service attributes are mainly concentrated in the business center.
Since the commercial center of the city is spatially local, the distance between the POIs in the commercial center is relatively close to each other, and due to the crowded people gathered in the commercial center, urban traffic congestion frequently occurs. Therefore, the main mode of travel for people who are active in the business center is walking.
Rarely travel by taxi, so for the problems studied in this paper, the existing research work using the GPS trajectory data of taxis can not directly solve the problems raised in this paper. People move between different POIs in the business center, and people's travel routes are mainly biased toward the shortest route. This paper establishes a location-location graph consisting of the POI in geospatial space and the sequential mobility relationship between different POIs. The shortest route that people prefer is formally defined as the shortest path on the location-location graph. Based on this inspiration, this paper initially uses the set of locations of the shortest path throughout the location l T .
In this paper, we describe each location's influence scope as the location set of the shortest paths throughout this location. For instance, consider the following example in Figure1.
Example 1: A business l T want to promote its location by distributing hats with advertising information at some locations. To do that the business should select which location in this given region to distribute hats.
Considering the running example of Figure 1 . The location set of the shortest paths throughout l T is {l 1 , l 2 , l 4 , l 5 }, based on the size of each location's location set of the shortest paths through it, the biggest one is location l 2 expect l T , its influence scope is {l 1 , l T , l 4 }. So, the business should distribute the promotional hats with the given business' advertisement information on l 2 based on the location's influence scope. After distributing its promotional hats on l 2 , the business' influence scope gain is φ as shown on Figure 2 . For business l T , selected location l 2 do not expand business's influence scope and spread the advertisement message for much more locations.
So, in this paper, we research each location's influence scope in geography space, and consider the impact of the overlaps between locations' influence scopes on location promotion.
The problem of eliminating overlaps between locations' influence scopes to maximization l T 's influence spread via distributing its promotional hats on a set of locations remains pretty much open. To solve this problem, there are three challenges: 1) How to model location influence between locations and describe the influence scope; 2) How to design a reasonable measure to eliminate the overlap of influence scopes between different locations; 3) Solving this problem is quite challenging, because in principle we need to enumerate all possible K positions that can be retrieved from the check-ins. In order to address the above challenges, this paper focuses on the study of maximizing influence scope of business locations by distributing promotional hats with advertising information in the K locations. Figure 3 shows the framework of location promotion in an LBSN. To summarize, the major contributions of this paper are outlined as follows: 1) We exploit the location influence on the users' check-in behaviours for promoting location on LBSNs through the proposed the dynamic location-location graph, and we give a formal definition of the location promotion problem in an LBSN, which is called as a location influence maximization problem in an LLG. In this paper, we regard this problem as one optimization, and give the corresponding objective function. 2) We model the location influence between locations based on the check-in history records of users and the location influence scope through the betweenness centrality-based mobility model. 3) In order to effectively solve this optimization problem, this paper proposes a more effective and reasonable algorithm based on the location influence proposed in this paper to solve the problem of maximizing the location influence. 4) We have carried out comprehensive experiments on two real LBSN datasets. The experimental results show that the proposed model is suitable for maximizing effective and efficient location effects in LBSNs. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect.II introduces some related work. Sect.III and Sect.IV gives related definitions and symbols, and formally defines the location influence maximization problem on location-based social networks. Then we state how to solve the above problem in Sect.V. The experimental results are shown in Sect.VI. Sect.VII concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we highlight related researches on location-aware influence maximization problem. In general, the related researches about the influence maximization mostly include influence maximization in traditional social networks (SNs). From the view of studying influence objects, there are two categories for existing related work: influence maximization in SNs; influence maximization in geo-social networks.
A. INFLUENCE MAXIMIZATION IN SOCIAL NETWORKS
Influence maximization in SNs has already been studies in much detail [13] , [14] , [16] - [19] . Influence maximization in social networks, its goal is to selects a set of k users to maximize social influence spread over the global social network, is a theoretical foundation in many applications such as viral marketing. Viral marketing is to find influential users and spread the message via word of mouth marketing. The research [17] formally defined the influence spread models (concluding Independent Cascade model and Line model, etc ), meanwhile, it gave the proof of the submodulor and monotonic property of the influence maximization problem. What's more, they also firstly provided a greedy framework with 1 − 1/e − ε approximation ratio [17] . So far, some researchers have improved the efficiency of the algorithm while maintain the same approximation ratio. The paper [4] approximated the influence spread process by utilizing the shortest path. Leskovec et al. [28] provided a lazy forward framework for scaling up the naive greedy algorithm. Currently, the most related researches provided algorithms based on the heuristic strategies to enhance performance. Unlike the existing work where the main goal is to find a seed set to maximize the social influence spread over the social network, we emphasize the influence between locations in the geography space when the business wants to promote their locations.
B. INFLUENCE MAXIMIZATION IN GEO-SOCIAL NETWORKS
With the rapid development and widely application of mobile devices and location acquisition technologies, user interaction data on social platforms has been complemented with location-aware information. Zhang et al. [24] explored the confused social influence based on the social influence and location information, and they aim to find influential users and events. Zhu et al. [6] models user mobility to describe the information propagation probability between users, and give the formal definition of the location promotion problem: given a promoted location, its goal is to find a user set to maximize the number of expected influence user who will check in the target location. Li et al. [7] provided the location-aware influence maximization with the geographical query region constraints, and it aims to find a seed set of k user from the entire social network to active the maximum number of users in the given query region. Recently several researches [8] focused on the distance-aware influence maximization problem, it promotes the importance of the distance between the user and the target location (promoted location). These researches most related to our work is by Guo et al. [9] , Liu et al. [10] and Saleem et al. [11] , which attempt to find the seed set from the whole location set or trajectory set will maximize the geographical distribution and the expected influence in a large audience.
In fact, the location in social media is known as a business that can be a restaurant, hotel or supermarket. Based on the trajectory data, [12] proposed to select K billboards to advertise on existing billboards in the city. The problem itself is very different from the problem in this paper: the method proposed in this paper can solve this problem.
In the paper, we study the problem that how to select a set of locations to distribute promotional gifts or leaflets with the given business' advertisement information. Meanwhile, the locations of the selected advertisements studied in this paper is all the locations in the geography space, not only the billboards that have been set up in the geography space. In this paper, our provided problems can be applied to choose the right locations to distribute leaflets and distribute gifts. Although the Zhang et al. [12] studied the problem of trajectory-driven influential billboard placement, they supposed that each billboard is associated with a λ-radius circle which represents the influence scope of each billboard. However, this method of directly using circles to characterize the influence scope of one billboard can only be used to locally analyze the influence scope of a single billboard. Moreover, the influence scope of the location cannot be measured only by geometric distance clustering. Because the relationship between the locations is not only reflected in the distance-related relationship in geospatial space, but also in the social relationship between the locations. Meanwhile, the difference between the check-in data and the vehicle's GPS trajectory data is that the user's daily check-in activity range is spatially local. And the user's active area is mainly concentrated in the commercial center of the city except the user's home. Since the business center itself is highly spatially dense, the traffic is often crowded. People travel in these areas tend to walk. Therefore, when studying people's offline movement behavior, it is more realistic and more comprehensive to explore the user's mobile behavior and spatial preference based on the user's check-in data to mine the user's mobile behavior and spatial preference. From the perspective of these businesses, they want to promote their location and attract more users to visit them.
Thus, we propose a new location influence scope maximization problem, that is, the location and seed number (location) of a given target enterprise, designed to maximize the number of influenced locations. It is worth noting that the problem we raised is different from the above related research, that is, the location of the target business and its scope of influence in geospatial are clear. And we consider the impact of the overlap between the given target location's influence scope and the selected locations' influence scope in term of the influence spread.
III. PRELIMINARY
In this section, we first give some of the relevant definitions needed for this study, and then give a formal definition of the location promotion problem.
In this paper, we mainly study the influence between locations. The object studied in this paper refers to the location with service attributes. Each location with a service attribute itself has service-related semantic information. In this paper, we refer to such a location as a point-of-interest (POI), and each POI is a five-tuple (latitude, longitude, name,id, location category). In this paper, the POI category to which the location belongs is called the semantic topic of the location itself, and this category also clearly describes the services that the location can provide. Since people's daily activities are between different service-oriented locations, the main researched locations in this paper is the POI mentioned above.
The POI categories in the LBSN data set are classified into three levels. In this paper, we set the level of the POI category of each POI to level 1. The three levels of the POI category are shown in Figure 4 . 
Definition 1 (LBSN):
V is a set of nodes, which are classified into two types: U is a set of users, L is a set of POIs. The edge set E ⊆ V ×V denotes the connections between nodes, which includes VOLUME 6, 2018 three types of connections: the friendships between users E u,u , the association relationship between POIs E l,l and the check-in relationships between users and POIs E u,l , E = {E u,u , E u,l , E l,l }. The edges can be directed in this paper.
The main activity of the user on the LBSN is the check-in activity, and a large number of user check-in activities are recorded on the LBSN. The check-in records C = {(u, l, t)}, (u, l, t) represents one check-in record where user u checks in a location l at time t. And l = (l.lon, l.lat, name, l.id, l.a), l.lon is longitude, l.lat is latitude, l.a is one POI category, the location set L is L = {l 1 , l 2 , · · · }.
Definition 2 (Location Promotion Problem):
Given an LBSN G, a target business (location) l T and a constant K , the problem is to select a seed set of locations S, S ⊆ L, which has K locations to maximize the number of expected influenced locations InS(S) where persons will visit the target location l T .
IV. MODELING INFLUENCE BETWEEN LOCATIONS
Since human movement exhibits sequential patterns [21] - [23] , the mobility patterns establish connections between locations in the geographical space. In this section, we describe how to represent the connection between locations as a location-location graph (LLG). Then, from the perspective of control information transmission, we formally define the influence between the locations, by which it spreads the ability of the visitor to other locations, and formulates the influence scope of a location in the LLG.
A. LOCATION-LOCATION GRAPH
First, we present some basic related definitions.
Definition 3 (Sequence): Given an LBSN, a mobility location sequence of user u: S u = {(l 1 .lon, l 1 .lat, l 1 .t 1 ), (l 2 .lon, l 2 .lat, l 2 .t 2 ), · · · , (l n .lon, l n .lat, l n .t n )} is a path, it means that user u goes through the location l i at time t i , and the time sequence obeys by t 1 ≤ t 2 ≤ · · · ≤ t n . We call the sequence as
Then, when the user accesses two locations within a limited time span, we will introduce the concept of a sequence visitor between different locations.
Definition 4 (Sequence Visitor): Given an LBSN, and limited time threshold ω, a sequence visitor from location l 1 to l 2 is that if there exist user u's visiting records (l 1 
Definition 5 (Location's Predecessor and Successor): Given an LBSN, two consecutive location l i and l j in the location sequence S u = {(l 1 , t 1 ), (l 2 , t 2 ), · · · , (l n , t n )} and the time threshold ω, if l i+1 .t i+1 − l i .t i ≤ ω, thus we say that there is an transition from the location l i to l i+1 , denoted by l i → l i+1 . Wherein l i is called as l i+1 's predecessor, and l i+1 is called as l i 's successor.
If there are many sequence visitors from one location to another, we say that there exists the association relationship between the two locations. This association relationship between locations is established by users' mobility between two locations. It not only reflects the spatial relationship between the two locations in geospatial space, but also the social relationship between the two locations [15] . How to describe whether there is such a relationship between two locations, this paper uses the proportion of the number of sequence visitors, when this proportion is greater than the preset threshold, it indicates that there is a link relationship between the two locations. It also constitutes the edge E l,l in the location-location graph to be constructed later. The existence of the edge between locations l 1 , l 2 can be denoted by the following equation:
In order to simplify the computational complexity, this paper normalizes the value range of Inf (l 1 , l 2 ) to [0, 1]. When Inf (l 1 , l 2 ) ≥ τ , the value of Inf (l 1 , l 2 ) is 1, which represents that there exists the relationship between l 1 and l 2 ; otherwise, Inf (l 1 , l 2 ) = 0 represents that there is no the relationship between them. Wherein U (l 2 ) is a set of users who checked in location l 2 .
Example 2: Considering the running example of Figure 1 . Let ω = 2 hours and τ = 0.4. In this example, Inf (l 1 , l 2 ) = 1 because
In this paper, our goal is to find a set of influential locations where we issue hats with business information for the given a business l T , which is as a mean to spread influence to other locations. So that the people who have issued the location carry the information of the business to more places with the hats with the advertisement information of the business. The goal is to make more people aware of the business and increase the space awareness of the business.
Thus, our problem is in a graph over L and edges set E l,l , it is called as Location-Location Graph (LLG). Then, we formally define the location-location graph as follows:
Definition 6 (Location-Location Graph,LLG): A LocationLocation Graph over Locations set L and a edge set E l,l , each node l i ∈ L, |L| = M represents an location as the predecessor to other locations denoted by PRE(l i ), and each edge e(l i , l j ) ∈ E l,l (|E l,l | = N ) represents a transition l i → l j , wherein E l,l = {e(l i , l j )|Inf (l i , l j ) = 1}, and the weight set in edges
In Definition 7, LLG is associated with the number of sequence visitors between locations and the number of location's visitors so that LLG can be incrementally updated in an online fashion.
Factly, we cannot process each user's location sequences S u , since the users' check-in behaviour happen continuously as time goes on. These check-in behavior records are represented by (u, l i , t i ), which form an unbounded data stream, represented by {(u, l i , t i )} ∞ i=1 . Because the check-in behavior record has the general characteristics of the data stream: massive data and temporal correlations [24] . It is required to process the check-in location in the order in which it arrives and to gradually update the constructed LLG.
In this paper, we provide one algorithm based on [24] The update algorithm of LLG is presented in Algorithm 1. In line 1 ∼ 4, the four variables are firstly initialized. When Algorithm 1 receives a check-in location l i with time-stamp t i of user u i , i.e., (u i , l i , t i ), it calculates the time interval between t i and the latest time-stamp stored in latest_time for user u i . If the time interval does not exceed the given threshold τ , the corresponding the number of sequence visitors between locations and the number of location's visitors are increased by 1 in line 7 ∼ 11. Algorithm 1 also updates the latest visiting location and time-stamp for user u i with l i and t i , respectively in line 13 ∼ 14. The space complexity of Algorithm 1 based on the related research [24] is O(N 2 ). It is worth noting that the time complexity and spatial complexity of Algorithm 1 reference are independent of the size of the data stream, because the size of the data stream may be infinite.
B. THE INFLUENCE BETWEEN LOCATIONS
Based on the LLG definition above, this section focuses on how to describe the influence of a location on other locations in the context of advertising information. This paper is not only about the influence between location, but also quantifies the influence scope of a single location from a global perspective, and gives the value of the magnitude of a single influence with the same median that is used to characterize the centrality of a single node from a global perspective. Put it into the real world of physics and portray the global centrality of the actual location. So this paper utilizes the central metric of the nodes on the graph to measure the influence scope of a single location.
From the perspective of control information transmission, the betweenness centrality (BC) of the node can more globally reflect the central character of the node than the degree of nodes in the entire network. Thus, this paper describes the influence between locations based on the central metric of the node on the LLG.
Definition 7 (Betweenness Centrality, BC):
Given an location l i in G l (L, E l,l , INF) , there exists a set SP(l i ) of shortest paths through this location l i . The location l i 's Betweenness Centrality C B (l i ) is denoted as the following:
where σ l s ,l t denotes the number of shortest paths from location l s ∈ L to the other location l t ∈ L, and σ l s ,l t (l i ) denotes the number of shortest paths from l s to l t throughout some locations l i ∈ L. In this paper, we replace δ l s ,l t (l v ) with
In fact, every location has its influence scope in the geography space due to visitors' mobility between locations. To solve the problem that which location we should select to distributing promotional gifts of the given business on, we first give the notion of location's influence scope in the LLG. In Figure 5 , the location with the maximum betweenness centrality (BC) is not the location with the maximum size of the shortest path set. However, the betweenness centrality of a node in the LLG can more globally reflect the central character of the node than the in-degree and out-degree of nodes in the LLG. Meanwhile, information diffusion is directional as users transfer between locations sequentially, the location l T 's influence for these predecessors in the shortest paths throughout l T is weaker than for these successors in the shortest paths throughout l T . The set of these shortest paths throughout the location l T denoted by ShortPath l T . As Figure 6 shown, the locations in the blue rectangle, denoted by ShortPath ¬l T , represent predecessors of l T in ShortPath l T ; the locations in the Green grid shadow, denoted by ShortPath l T →• , represent the successors of l T in ShortPath l T .
In this paper, we utilize the betweenness centrality of the location l T in the LLG to describe the location influence degree to l T influencing locations in each shortest path throughout l T . Although the location set of ShortPath l T can describe the influence scope of l T , denoted by SP_Set(l T ). Indeed, the location l T 's influence scope is actually less than the size of SP_Set(l T ). Since the betweenness centrality C B (l i ) ∈ (0, 1) is a very small value, in this paper, we replace C B (l i ) with ω l i = (1 + e −C B (l i ) ) −1 . As mentioned above, the degree to the location l T influencing the locations in ShortPath ¬l T is weaker than the degree to l T influencing the locations in ShortPath l T →• . If a location l j belongs to ShortPath ¬l T , then the l T 's location influence for l j denotes ω l T = ρ · ω l T , wherein the parameter ρ is a damping coefficient, its value range is (0, 1).
The shortest path set ShortPath l T throughout the location l T denotes ShortPath l T = {Path 
Based on the aforementioned location influence between locations, we can give the formal definition of each location's influence scope in the LLG.
Definition 9 (Location's Influence Scope):
, there exist a set SP_Set(l T ). The l T 's influence scope is the set of locations, and it means l T 's influence on that location is not less than the successful influence threshold λ, i.e., InS(l T ) = {l j |ω l T (l j ) ≥ λ, l j ∈ ShortPath l T }.
When there is a case that all locations in L can hardly succeed in influencing a location l j , this paper captures the cumulative effect of multiple locations' influence on l j . So that multiple locations may successfully influence a location l j together. Here, we take the location set {l T , l a } as an example, the two locations influence a location l j together. In this case, the location set's influence can be expressed by ω {l T ,l a } (l j ). Based on the cumulative effect of multiple locations, the location set's influence scope in the LLG is
1) COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS OF COMPUTING LOCATION INFLUENCE
In Definition 8, the location influence in the LLG is associated with the betweenness centrality of locations, so that how to compute effectively the betweenness centrality of each location in the LLG is important for mining location's influence scope.
In the network analysis, the betweenness centrality is essential, but the calculation cost is very high. However, it is well known that the the fastest algorithms require a time complexity: (M 3 ) time and a space complexity: (M 2 ) space. Wherein M is the number of nodes in the network.
2) OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM FOR INFLUENCE SCOPE
Based on [25] , we sample the computation process of the betweenness centrality (BC). To compute each location's BC in the LLG, we naturally discover all shortest paths from each location l i ∈ L (as the source location). Then, we give the definition of the set of predecessors of a location l v on shortest path from l s as 
Since computing BC of each location in the LLG is one problem in one directed acyclic and weighted graph (Location-Location Graph) as follows:
Proof: Since δ l s ,l t (l v ) > 0 only for l t ∈ L {l s }, wherein l v lies on at least one shortest path from location l s to l t . It is worth noting that on each shortest path from l s to other location l q in L. There exists exactly an edge e(l v , l q ) with l v ∈ P s (l q ). A clearer example of this is shown in Figure 7 .
Theorem 2: Given the directed acyclic graph of shortest paths from l s ∈ L in G l , the dependencies of l s on all other locations can be computed in O(N ) time and O(M + N ) space [25] .
Proof: Traverse the locations in non-increasing order of their distance form the location l s and accumulate dependencies by applying Theorem 1. We need to store a dependency per location in the LLG, and the lists of predecessors. There is at most one element per edge in any of these lists. 
V. LOCATION INFLUENCE SCOPE MAXIMIZATION
To solve the above-mentioned location promotion problem, the location promotion problem can be attributed to a location influence scope maximization problem.
A. ANALYSIS OF LOCAITONS' INFLUENCE SCOPE OVERLAPS
In a real-world network, such as our provided LLG, nodes represent locations with services functions (also called as business), and edges represent their connections ( correlations). If a business l T wants to improve l T own influence scope or to promote the location l T , and this business may put some advertisement billboards at some locations. In this case, the issuance of hats with merchant advertising information to pedestrians at several of the most popular locations or locations may not result in an increase in the maximum influence. Because we have to consider the overlap of the range of influence between the location l T and the selected location. Let us take the network in Figure 2 as a case. The problem of eliminating the influence scope overlaps to maximize the business l T 's influence scope via putting advertisement billboards at some locations remains pretty much open.
In this section, we formally define the problem of location influence scope maximization in an location-location graph.
Definition 10 (Location Influence Scope Maximization (LISM)): Given a target location l T , and its influence scope InS(l T ), a positive integer K , a location-location graph Algorithm 2 Optimization Algorithm for Influnece Scope based on [25] 
S ← empty stack;
5:
6:
Q ← empty queue; 9: enqueue l s → Q; 10: while Q not empty do 11: dequeue l v ← Q; 12: push l v → S; 13: foreach neighbor l w of l v do 14: if d(l w ) < 0 then 15: enqueue l w → Q; 16 :
17: 
while S not empty do 26: pop l w ← S; 27 :
30:
, the location influence scope maximization problem is to find a subset S ⊆ L, s.t. the size of S is not bigger than K , and the size of the location set {l T } ∪ S 's influence scope InS({l T } ∪ S) is maximum.
Formally the top-K LISM problem is modeled as one optimization problem below.
where S ⊆ L retrieves all locations from location set L.
To solve this influence scope maximization problem based on the given l T 's influence scope, we may first consider this problem: the influence scope gain maximization problem is to find a set S (consisting of K locations) in an LLG, which VOLUME 6, 2018 has the largest influence scope gain, as follows:
where InS(S ) = |InS(S ∪ {l T }) − InS(l T )|, and S is equal to S in the LISM problem. We can prove that DeltaInS(Sstar) satisfies the following properties:
• InS(∅) = 0, i.e., we cannot improve the influence scope of the business l T without putting any advertisement billboards on any locations in the LLG.
• InS(S ) is non-negative and monotonically increasing. It is obvious that putting advertisement billboards at some locations. cannot reduce the influence scope of the business l T .
• InS(S ) is submodular. InS(S ) satisfies the ''diminishing returns'' property.
We observe that the top-k location influence scope maximization is a complex optimization problem. We prove it to be NP-hard.
Theorem 4: The top-K Location Influence Scope Maximization problem formulated in Eq.4 is NP-hard.
Proof: We develop proof by translating the problem into a unit cost version of the budgeted maximum coverage problem [26] . Give a unit cost version of the budgeted maximum coverage problem version of the budgeted maximum coverage problem instance ϕ: a collection of sets S = {S 1 , S 2 , · · · , S m } with a unit cost C, a domain of elements Y = {y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y n } with associated weights {α 1 , α 2 , · · · , α n }, and a budget D, this paper can construct the influence scope maximization problem instance υ by K = B/D and InS(S ) corresponds to the total weight of the elements covered by S is the LISM of υ [26] . Since the budgeted maximum coverage problem has been proved to be NP-hard, the LISM problem is NP-hard.
B. GREEDY STRATEGY 1) GREEDY ALGORITHM
As shown in Theorem 4, it is found that LISM is NP-hard, so it is difficult to get the optimal solution to the problem we have formulated. However, for non-negative monotonic submode functions, such as InS(S ), a greedy strategy is generally used, which is also a commonly used heuristic. The greedy algorithm can return a result with (1 − 1/e) approximation ratio. Algorithm 3 shows the details about the greedy algorithm.
The greedy algorithm starts from an empty set. In line 2, the influence scope of each location in the LLG is computed via the Algorithm 2. In lines 3 ∼ 5, the selected locations do not initially belong to the influence scope of the given location l T . The algorithm requires approximately M of influence spread estimates in each iteration to select a location with the greatest influence scope to join S . Therefore, the greedy strategy requires M · K multiplied by the influence propagation estimate, wherein K = |S |. Since the greedy algorithm 
S = S ∪ {l w }; 9: end for 10: return S is very time-consuming, we introduce the following lazyforward strategy.
2) LAZY-FORWARD STRATEGY
In this paper, we take advantage of the sub-modulus of InS(S ) and utilize the lazy-forward algorithm to extend the above greedy algorithm [28] . In fact, the influence scope gain of the business l T via issuing hats with business information to the passerby at location l c in the current iteration. In the previous iteration, its marginal influence range will not be greater than its marginal influence range. Thus, this paper provides one lazy algorithm without sacrificing any accuracy, and it is called as LoP. Algorithm 4 describes the lazy algorithm in detail. Since the lazy algorithm only needs M times to affect the influence of the distribution estimate in the initial iteration, calculating the range of the influence range gain for each candidate location l i , it requires totally
Algorithm 4 LoP Algorithm
calculate InS({l i });
5:
flag i = |S |; // here, |S | = 0 // flag i indicates that InS({l i }) is // calculated in |S | iteration 6: While |S | < K do 7: l s = Find the greatest InS({l s }) in ; 8: if flag s == |S | then 9: S = S ∪ {l s }
10:
InS(l s ) = 0; 11: else 12: recalculate InS(l s ) = |InS(S ∪ {l s }) − InS(S )|; 13: flag s == |S |; 14: return S (M + θ · K ) times influence propagation estimate, where θ M is affected in each iteration. The expected number of distribution estimates.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we describe our experimental set-up to measure the performance of our proposed method, and compare it to the the state-of-the-art location-aware influence scope maximization methods.
A. DATASETS DESCRIPTION
In this paper, we have selected the FourSquare and Gowalla datasets [20] for the observation and evaluation. The statistics of the data sets are shown in Table 1 . 
B. COMPARATIVE METHODS
In this section, we first prove our proposed objective function InS(S ) is rational and effective, i.e., the selected location set S based on the function can help the given business promote its own l T or to make more influence scope gain than the baseline approaches. Specially, for a given business l T , at one step, we compute its original influence scope InS(l T ). Secondly, we issue hats with the business' advertisement information on the locations in S selected by these comparative methods and our method. At third step, we recalculate l T 's new influence scope InS({l T } ∪ S ). Finally, this paper gets l T 's influence scope gain InS(S ). Therefore, the performance of each method is evaluated by the influence scope gain. In other words, the larger the scope of influence, the better the method. In the experimental results are based on the lazy algorithm. In order to verify the effectiveness of our method, this paper compares the results of our proposed method with several benchmark methods.
In summary, the benchmark methods evaluated in this paper are as follows.
• Random-Select. Let the given business l T issue hats with the business' advertisement information on K locations that are selected randomly.
• ISM-Select. Let the given business l T issue hats with the business' advertisement information on K locations with the largest influence scope. This method is competitive, because the locations with the largest influence scope can improve l T 's influence scope sharply. However, this method neglects the influence scope overlaps [11] .
• OutDeg-Select. Let the given business l T issue hats with the business' advertisement information on the top K locations with the largest out-degree in the given LLG.
• Naive-Select. We select the top K locations with the largest number of distinct users, who visited those locations for issuing hats with the business' advertisement information [11] .
C. PERFORMANCE METRICS
The location influence scope maximization method under evaluation computes a ranking score for each candidate location in a LLG and return the top K locations which can maximize the influence scope gain of l T to the given business l T .
To evaluate the effectiveness, we measure the average relative difference between algorithms and the average individual influence scope gain of the returned seed set. The query location is randomly selected from the entire LLG. Seed size K varies from 1 to 50. More specially, we examine two metrics:
(1) The relative difference of influence scope between Alogorithm A and Algorithm B.
wherein (A, i) represents the influence spread under the algorithm A, and its seed number is i. The average relative difference of influence scope between Alogorithm A and Algorithm B is defined by:
(2) The average influence scope gain.
wherein n is the number of the target businesses l T randomly selected, the value of K is 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50. Theses metrics for the entire constructed LLG are computed by averaging the above-mentioned two metrics value for n = 2000 target businesses l T respectively.
D. IMPACT OF PARAMETERS 1) SETTING ω AND τ
In order to determine the value of the time threshold ω and the influence threshold τ , this paper did the statistics analysis for the number's ratio of the sequence visitors between locations and the successor' visitors under the different time threshold ω = 0.5, 1, 2 hours. From the Figure 8 , Figure 9 and Figure 10 , we find most of the ratio of the possibility of influence between locations to distribute the ratio value 0.5. Thus, this paper maintains the value of τ equal to 0.5, and we set time threshold ω = 1 hour in the following experiments. 
2) THE EFFECT OF THRESHOLD λ
In this paper, we consider the impact of the threshold λ on the influence spread. Figure 11 -14 depict the average relative difference of our method's influence scope result against other four methods as the threshold λ varies. The experiment results show that the results are significant when λ is equal to 0.5. Thus, this paper sets λ = 0.5 in the following experiments.
E. PERFORMANCE OF METHODS
In this subsection, we utilize the same datasets and performance metrics described in Subsection C, we evaluate our proposed method against the above-mentioned comparative methods in term of the effectiveness.
In this paper, we compare the average influence scope again of Our_method, Random-Select, ISM-Select, OutDeg-Select and Naive-Select with the effect of the number of recommended locations for the target business (location l T ). Figure 15 and Figure 16 report the efficiency of the algorithms by varying K on the two datasets. Our_method significantly outperforms the other four methods in the term of InSavg. It can be seen from the figure that the average influence scope gain increases with the increase of K value by using the method proposed in this paper and the other four baseline methods. However, in the value range [1, 10] of K , The gain of the influence scope using our method and the other four comparative methods has a gentle upward trend; in the value range [10, 50] of K , the gain of the influence range obtained by the five methods is in a stable state. Because the submodular coverage of the results of the five algorithms is relatively high. As can be seen from Figure 15 and Figure 16 , these results verify the superiority of exploiting location influence for location promotion. Figure 17 and Figure 18 depict the average relative difference between different methods. Our proposed Our_method always exhibits the best effect of location promotion in the term of Diffavg. In particular, it achieves the significant improvement compares to these comparative methods. The reason is twofold: 1) Our_ method utilizes the centrality property of each location in the location-location graph. 2) Our_method considers the impact of overlap between locations' influence scope in the location-location graph on location promotion.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have mined location influence for location promotion in geo-social networks. With the popularity of devices that support location, many real-world applications need location promotion. This paper studies the problem of maximizing the location influence scope. We formally defined the problem and extended the BC model for influence scope approximation. This paper establishes the influence scope of each location in the construction LLG composed of locations, and designs a reasonable objective function. Then we proposed two algorithms to solve this thorny problem; the lazy algorithm with O(M + θ · K ) time complexity can handle large networks. This paper provides a comprehensive performance evaluation of two large real data sets from Foursquare and Gowalla. The experimental results show that VOLUME 6, 2018 our algorithm achieves high performance and maintains a large influence spread.
The semantic tags of locations contains much rich information brought in by the users in geo-social networks. In our future research work, we will enrich location influence models incorporating the semantic tags of locations.
